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A Cold War Veteran’s Memorial
by Noel Allard

The sun was going down at eight o’clock on a
warm September evening in 1958. August Kahl
and his fifteen year old son, Loren, were loading tomatoes into their farm truck so they could
get an early start the next morning from their
farm in Inver Grove Heights to the market at
South St. Paul.

Jake Ebertz sits beside the stone monument at the 1996 dedication. The B-52
model hanging above it casts an eerie shadow. Ebertz and myself created the
monument and convinced the Inver Grove Heights City Council to provide a
space for it on the Kahl farm, now City property.

The sound of jet engines high overhead were
nothing new to the Kahls. They had heard the
sound before. There were the new jet airliners
landing at Wold-Chamberlain Field fifteen
miles away, and there were the Air Force bombers on training missions that could be heard
every so often. But tonight, the sound seemed
unusual. Loren Kahl followed the path of the
sound as it circled around him. It was getting
louder.

And

louder.

Assembling 1903 Flyer at FCM

(Continued on page 4)

by Pete Gavin

Chapter 25 members Dale Johnson, Steve Adkins, and Dick Burns are part of a

Upright fittings for the replica

Mission Memories

team assembling a full-size replica of the 1903 Wright Flyer at Flying Cloud Airport. Chapter 25 became involved in this project three years ago, when Dale Johnson learned of Minnesota Flight Expo’s goal of building such a replica in time for
the centennial of flight in 2003. Steve Nesse, a machinist who has served the EAA
in many capacities over the years, was working on an engine case for the replica at
the time. You may remember Steve’s presentation at our
awards ceremony in November of 2000. Dale volunteered (Continued on page 6)
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Cleared for Takeoff
by Pat Halligan

M

arch 1st turned out to be a beautiful day for our 2nd annual chili feed. John Koser was first to the hanger and pulled
out the airplanes and got the heaters started. By the time the
officers showed up (we had an 0800 meeting) the hanger was
getting warm. The tables went up and shortly after, the crockpots started showing up. One member (Sandy Berg) even
flew over from Lake Elmo with his crockpot of chili in a box so it wouldn't spill during
the flight. He didn't by any gas at Airlake because he claims he ate enough chili. By
11:20 most of the tables were crowded. What a great way to spend a couple of hours.
With the weather starting to warm up I'm like the rest of our pilots, I'm getting spring
fever. I flew my C-172 up to Voyager Village two weeks ago. It was an absolutely beautiful day. I forget how smooth the air can be during the winter. I'm looking forward to
our hanger becoming a very busy place as winter gives way to spring. It will be fun to
see the planes in our hanger fly, have our monthly meetings at the hanger and host the
young eagle rallies etc… I realize that even though the hanger will be the place that
brings us all together the most important thing is the PEOPLE. I've only been on this job
for two months, but I've been truly amazed at the time and energy our members put into
this chapter. Thanks for making my job easier and more enjoyable.
The March 19th meeting at the NWA History Centre should be another great event.
You will get to view a little of NWA's aviation history and hear Theodore (Ted) Homdrom talk about his flying missions during WWII.
Jon Cumpton has made an offer to see if we can't get most of our members to wear
name tags at our gatherings. He has agreed to pay for ten name tags. We are gathering
names of members who would like a name tag, and we have about a dozen so far. We
would like to order about 25 to 30. The cost is five bucks and you can email me, Ron
Oehler or sign up at the March 19th meeting. After the name tags arrive we will draw
names and ten people will get their name tag free. This is a super way to help put a
name with a face.
I put out the word early this year that we were looking for more members. We had
three join in February. Two are already planning on building. One will be building a
Sonex and the other has ordered a helicopter kit. Ok, so only one is building a plane, the
other is well….crazy! (Just kidding Ami.) This is great though. These are the kind of
people we are looking for. We have something to offer them and they bring excitement
to our chapter—it truly is a win-win situation, so keep spreading the word.
Monday (March 3rd) I started school for the A320. I know I'll be busy for the next
seven weeks. If anyone wants to be the guest or ghost writer for the April edition of
"Cleared for Takeoff" just let me know. ha ha. I'll be happy to give you the controls, or
should I say the side stick. I sat in the A320 simulator last week for a few minutes looking at the CTR displays and checking out the rest of the glass cockpit. Now I know what
a dog feels like watching TV.
I'll be done with school just in time to pull the C-172 out of
the hanger and join you in the pattern at Airlake as we begin a
very exciting summer building and flying airplanes.
—Pat
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Benefit, Silent Auction, and Raffle for Rachel Hansen
Rachel Hansen, granddaughter of Ellen and Don Eide is a 2 year old undergoing cancer treatment for Ewings Sarcoma, a very aggressive form of cancer. She has been receiving treatment here at Children's Hospital in Minneapolis and currently is being treated at Memorial Sloane Kettering Cancer Center in New York City to provide the
best treatment and care.
Patches N Planes quilters, a group from Sky Harbor Airpark is sponsoring a benefit on Saturday, March 29 at Christiania Lutheran Church, 26691 Pillsbury Ave, Lakeville, Mn, for Rachel, with a free will offering. There will be a silent auction beginning at 3 pm followed by a Musical program at 4 pm featuring vocal, violin and harp selections with a reception and finalizing
of the silent auction to follow. A variety of hand made and quilted items, certificates for glider rides, restaurants, and many
other offerings will be available for bids.
Patches N planes is also sponsoring a quilt raffle, along with FAPA, Faribault Area Pilots Association. Tickets are available
from any member, with the drawing on June 1 at the FAPA meeting in Faribault. Details will be available at the March 29
Benefit or call Bonnie Lindquist, 952-652-2966.

March 19th—6:30pm—Guest Speaker: Ted Homdrom
We will be holding our regular March meeting at the Northwest Airlines History Centre at 8101
34th Ave So. Our guest speaker will be Ted Homdrom, author of Mission Memories: World War II.
In Mission Memories, Ted recounts his experiences as squadron navigator in the 8th Air Force during WWII, for which
he received the Purple Heart, the Distinguished Flying Cross (twice) and a Presidential Citation. Copies of the book will
be available to purchase, and maybe we can talk Ted into signing some as well?

April 12-MN Aviation Hall of Fame Induction Banquet
Thunderbird Hotel in Bloomington, MN
Seven outstanding Minnesota aviation personalities being inducted include: Willy Bolduc, Jeff Hamiel, Goodwin Luck, Larry
McCabe, Orvis Nelson, Eugene Trowbridge, and Edna Gardner Whyte. Tickets $30 each. Reservations must be in by March
15, seating is limited and no tickets sold at the door. Information and reservation blanks available by contacting Noel Allard at
952-448-5047 evenings or e-mail: noel.e.allard@wellsfargo.com.

Chapter 25 Email Exchange
As mentioned at the Feb meeting, Jeff Coffey has set up a Yahoo! Group for Ch 25 and we would like everyone to
join. This will enable each of us to broadcast messages to the entire group without having to construct a distribution
list. Replies will also go automatically to everyone on the list. This provides a very easy, quick, and efficient way to
communicate with a large group of people. We envision the Chapter 25 Yahoo! Group to be used for the following
purposes:
1. Announcements of Ch 25 events such as Meetings and Young Eagle Rallies. 2. Ch 25 news such as fundraising deadlines,
hangar improvements, or Gusty updates. 3. Member requests such as borrowing a specific type of tool for a project. 4. Member
announcements such as having an open seat for a fly-in. 5. Top level general aviation news such as progress on the Sport Pilot
proposal. 6. For Sale/Wanted announcements for Chapter 25 members.
To become a subscriber to the e-mail list, simply send a blank e-mail to: chapter25-subscribe@yahoogroups.com Simply follow the directions in the confirmation e-mail to subscribe. Once confirmed, you can send an e-mail to the entire group using this
address: chapter25@yahoogroups.com
A note about spam: most internet users are concerned with receiving unwanted e-mail. The e-mails that are sent out using Yahoo! Groups do contain advertisements at the bottom of the message. This is why the service is free for us. While the ads are
slightly annoying, no message is ever sent to the group except by a member of the group. Members can also unsubscribe at
anytime by sending a blank message to:
chapter25-unsubcribe@yahoogroups.com
Try our new service, and let Jeff know what you think!
ON FINAL MARCH 2003
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A Cold War Veterans Memorial

And all at once there was a heavy ”booom” from an area on
the other side of the barn.

For an instant, the farm lights blinked out, then the Kahls
were enveloped in a fireball that swirled around both sides of
the barn. They began to run toward the farmhouse a hundred
yards away...but the fireball seemed to surround them. The
ground was on fire and a noisy hot wind was blasting at their
unprotected skin. Loren could feel the skin on his face tighten
from the heat. August Kahl tripped on something and fell
headlong into the roaring ground fire, regained his footing
and managed to find his way to the house.
Inside the house, six other members of August’s family were
struggling to understand what had happened and the house
was a roaring inferno. Part of the stairway had been carried
away and grandpa Kahl needed help to get to the bottom.
They managed their way out of the house and staggered some
distance away from the heat to look back and catch their
breath, most of them in shock and aghast at the scene.
Only scant minutes before, the cause of the massive explosion and fire had been an Air Force B-52D Stratofortress maneuvering at 36,400 feet overhead. On a Cold War training
mission to simulate a nuclear strike on the Twin Cities of
Minneapolis-St. Paul, the plane had been home to six flight
crewmembers and two instructors. The plane, from the 69th
Bomb Squadron, 42nd Bomb Wing of the Strategic Air Command (SAC), had departed Loring Air Force Base, Limestone, Maine earlier in the day. It had made ECM runs at
Bath, Maine; Albany, New York; Williamsport, PA; Youngstown, OH; and Bellefontaine, OH. The flight had continued
to Richmond, Virginia where a GPI Nav-Bomb run was
started which was to terminate at Minneapolis. There it would
be scored for bombing accuracy by the Air Force Bombing
Radar Site at Wold-Chamberlain Field.
Four times the big plane crossed the target, with “bombs
away” for the fourth run at 2016 CST, Minneapolis. As it
rolled off the last bomb run, something went wrong. An elevator trim “excursion” began to send tremors through the
ship. Whatever happened will never be known, for at this
point, parts of the tail assembly broke off the airplane, and it
began a high-speed plunge straight for the ground. There was
no remark heard from the crew, no cockpit voice recorder or
black box to record the last moments. From 36,400 feet, the
ship dove toward the earth, and in no more than 108 seconds
radar showed it had crossed through 8000 feet. Moments
later, control tower personnel at Wold-Chamberlain witnessed an explosion in the direction of Inver Grove Heights.
The plane’s main structure had impacted on the August Kahl
farm, just a few miles south of the South St. Paul Airport.
Though the crew had remained silent, they had never-the-less
ON FINAL MARCH 2003

( Continued from page 1 )

taken action. Four crewmembers had ejection seats and fired
themselves out into the dusk almost immediately. The other
four crew, including the two instructors, had no ejection
seats. It was for them to find an open hatch and leap to safety.
Perhaps the centrifugal force of the planes gyrations kept
them pinned to their crew positions, for they were unable to
exit and rode the plane into the ground, being consumed in
the explosion and fire.
Of the four that ejected, all were subjected to a 600 mile-perhour jetstream outside the ship. Flailing arms and legs and
contact with the aircraft structure produced fatal injuries to
three. They were found long after the searchers and investigators arrived, still strapped in their useless seats, their parachutes ripped to shreds by the air blasts. The co-pilot was the
singular survivor. And he landed in a tree on a farm adjoining
the Kahl property. Neighbors helped him walk to a waiting
ambulance some time after the crash.
Aerial photos taken the morning after the crash showed that
the plane had come in at a flat angle, clipping off the top of a
billboard alongside State Highway 52, just fifty yards from
the impact spot. Five craters marked the positions of the fuselage and each of the four twin-engine pods. One of the engines had bulleted through the Kahl farmhouse, smashing off
the lower staircase. Pieces, large and small, littered the entire
farm and spread across neighboring farms. Parts of the aircraft’s tail were found some three miles to the West. The
Kahl family survived, though each member was horribly
burned. Loren Kahl’s face and arms bear witness to the awful
event.
Though this event was traumatic, and carried as front page
news in the local papers for the next two days, apart from
convincing the local citizens that the plane was not carrying a
nuclear weapon, the accident was soon hushed up. The area
had been cordoned off, recoverable pieces of the aircraft were

An aerial photo shows the still smoking Kahl farmhouse and
the five craters at the impact point just east of Highway 52.
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Mailbag—

we received the following in the mail this week:

March 5, 2003
Pat Halligan
Peter Gavin
6905 12th Avenue South
Richfield MN 55423-2608
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank both of you for
the work that you’re doing, not only for aviation but for
EAA Chapter 25. I well remember my visit to Chapter
25 many, many years ago and spending time with those
early members, homebuilders and aviation enthusiasts. I
also remember the flight home in my Cessna 195 running into a very severe snow storm and finally making it
to Mitchell Field in Milwaukee… and a few hours later,
they closed the airport because of the visibility going to
almost zero. I applaud the Chapter for being very stable
and collecting aviation material as noted in Pat’s Febru-

taken to the big Air Force hangar at Wold where they were
laid out for the Air Force accident investigation team. No further news was given to the public. Very little information
about this accident reached the major media. Aviation Week
Magazine, for example, never carried a single mention of the
event.

ary column. Also the support given to Peter Denny in
his work with the high school and Gus Limbach’s
Gusty airplane. I found that Project Schoolflight became a very successful program and it’s unfortunate
that such programs of building airplanes in the school
system—the talents and experience learned are not carried forward today. We certainly realize the challenges
relative to insurance, or even the lack of interest by
school administrators in working with hand and mind.
Hope to see many of you at the EAA Convention at
Oshkosh this year.
Sincerely,
SPORT AVIATION ASSOCIATION
Paul Poberezny
President

Formation Flying!

But the Air Force did take action. As a result of the investigation, numerous changes were adopted in both the B-52 ejection procedure and in the design of the ejection seats themselves. B-52s are expected to be the mainstay of any bombing
campaign in the Middle East.
The accident happened on September 16, 1958. Thirty-eight
years later, on September 14, 1996, a stone memorial was
dedicated on the spot where the bomber had crashed. Under
the sponsorship of the Minnesota Aviation Hall of Fame, with
help from many other aviation organizations in the Twin City
area, support both physically and financially was realized.
After thirty-eight years, a marker was finally dedicated to
honor these Cold War veterans who gave their lives for their
country. Today, the stone with a fine etched tablet reminds all
visitors to the site of the sacrifice made by these men. If you
are proud of your country, and your freedom, you may want
to visit the site and offer a thank you.
The stone marker and plaque can be found very near the intersection of Brooks Boulevard and Broderick Boulevard,
near the Inver Hills Community College, alongside Highway
52 in Inver Grove Heights.
ON FINAL MARCH 2003

—from Don Sektnan
Talk about formation flying! This is an Air Force training
squadron flying in a first ever “USA” formation over the control
tower “Taj Mahal” (HQ building) of Randolph Air Force Base in
San Antonio, Texas. Anyone who loves photography will appreciate the precision of this photo.
Pray for all our young men and women serving our country
and going into danger that we might preserve our Freedom. And
pray for wisdom for our leaders.
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Assembling 1903 Flyer at FCM

Note: As this issue went to
press, we received news that a
fire at the Aviation Training
Center has done serious damage to the Flyer project.
Most of the fabric has been
destroyed and much of the
wood has sustained surface
damage. Update at our
meeting Wed. night.

( Continued from page 1 )

to build parts for the replica in his home
workshop, and he has been doing that ever
since. Dale built over 70 ribs for the wings, two beautiful
wooden propellers, and many of the fittings and parts that you
see in these pictures. Dick Burns has been machining parts for
the engine. Steve Adkins has been helping with the assembly
and tracking progress on the group’s web site.
This project is being sponsored by Minnesota Flight Expo and
is lead by Sharon Sandberg. Other team members include
Duane Kluse, Mike Hagberg, Dean Hickey, Ken Haugen, Bill
Halpin, Bill Igoe, and Clair Dahl.
The team will be completing the assembly in the near future,
and plans are being made to take the Flyer on a tour of Minnesota, including appearances at the Minnesota State Fair and the
Mall of America.
This space for assembly is being provided by the Minneapolis
Community and Technical College in their Aviation Training
Center at Flying Cloud. Team members gather there during
the week when the training center is normally open. Scheduled
project hours are currently Wednesday and Friday from 9am to
3pm, but if you are in the area, Dale says you are apt to find
someone there working on other days as well. As you head
south on Hwy 212 past the Flying Cloud Airport, you will find
the gate for the aviation training center on your right after passing Executive Aviation. Stop in and join the fun!!

Brummm!

Engine castings

One of the 70 plus ribs Dale has built from scratch for the Flyer replica
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Things are really coming together—ribs mounted on spars,
spars mounted on the uprights, and fabric covering the ribs

Soldering the Rib Band

Firing chamber with
intake valve & spring

Dale with 1 of 2 props he has
built for the Flyer

Detail of the rear spar opening

Detail of mounted prop
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Mission Memories

From www.b17.org

author Ted Homdrom will
speak at our March 19th meeting at NWA’s History Centre
by Pete Gavin

Last month, Pat Halligan loaned me his copy of Mission

Memories: World War II, and said, “Ted’s agreed to speak at
our March meeting. Could you read this and put together
something for the newsletter?” I wasn’t sure what to expect,
but as it turned out, I really enjoyed reading this book, and
I’m really looking forward to meeting Ted.
Ted is from my dad’s generation. They were both raised in
the Midwest in what we have come to see as a more innocent
time. They were both pulled into the war in 1942, learning
more about war, the world, and themselves than they could
ever have imagined. My dad joined the Navy, found his way
into the submarine force, and spent the war hunting Japanese
warships in the Pacific. Ted found his way into the Army Air
Corp, flying 30 missions as navigator of the B17 Flying Fortress, bombing the heart of the German war machine.
So Mission Memories pulled at me on two levels. When Ted
tells how difficult it was for him to open up those memories
of war, closed off for so many years, it helped me to understand my dad’s long silence on the same subject. At the same
time, as a pilot, I found all the details about the flights absolutely fascinating. Imagine the challenges: the logistics required just to get the bombers and escorts into the air, keeping the formation intact through all kinds of weather, locating
and identifying the targets, and executing an accurate hit in
the midst of exploding flak. Oh yeah, and then getting back to
base, often with a damaged plane and wounded crew. Once I
started reading, I couldn’t put it down.
In the November 2002 issue of Minnesota Flyer Magazine,
Richard A. Coffey wrote a review of Ted’s book. Here is
some of what he had to say:
As the title promises, “Mission Memories” follows each of
the 30 missions that Homdrom flew in the Fortress, from the
first over Calais, France, on Christmas Eve in 1943 to destroy V-1 installations to the last in the summer of 1944,
when the Plexiglas exploded in flak over Berlin.
Homdrom holds the months together with grit and faith,
losing friends, perfecting his skill and shedding his youth for
handsome maturity The lieutenant becomes a captain and
the boy is gone.
On the 14th mission, Homdrom finds himself a player in a
catastrophic air-to-air battle over Berlin. With three of the
group’s Forts hit and falling, Homdrom, like many warriors
before him, makes a promise: “Lord, if you see me through
this, I’ll do what you want me to do.”
ON FINAL MARCH 2003

The Lord got a bunch of promises during that war, but
Homdrom kept his. After earning a chestful of medals, including the Distinguished Flying Cross, he finally went
home, married a woman who understood promises, attended Luther Seminary and became a missionary in South
Africa—his 31st mission, which lasted for 35 years.
There are a lot of battle books out there, but there are few
that are written as honestly and simply as “Mission Memories.”
from Checkpoints, Nov 2002 by Richard A. Coffey

Join us for EAA Chapter 25’s March meeting, to be held at
6:30 pm on Wednesday evening, the 19th at Northwest Airline’s History Centre. The Centre is located in the NWA
Federal Credit Union Building at 8101 34th Avenue South,
Bloomington MN.
Fort
Snelling
Cemetery

34th
Street
Interstate 494
E. 80th St.

Holiday Inn Select

X

Appletree Sq

NWA Credit Union
& History Centre

The Navigator
A pilot pulled out a .38 revolver, placed it on top of the instrument panel, then asked the navigator,
"Do you know what I use this for?"
The nav replied timidly, "No, what's it for?"
The pilot responded, "I use this on navigators who get us
lost!" The navigator calmly pulled out a .45 and placed it on
his chart table. The pilot asked, "What's that for?"
"To be honest sir," the nav replied, "I'll know we're lost before you will."
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Chapter Events and Fly-Ins
Mar 19 Chapter 25 Meeting 6:30pm
Will be held at NWA Museum (p. 7)
Ted Homdrom as guest speaker.
Mar 29 Karen Hanson Benefit
Silent Auction 3p, Musical pgm 4p
Future meetings 4/16,5/21,6/18,7/16
Mar 22 Eden Prairie MN 9ª-noon
Safety Seminar--Emer. maneuver/
engine failure, Rich Stowell. Hennepin Tech College, 13100 College
View Dr
612/812-3873
Apr 2-8 Lake1and FL Sun 'n Fun
Apr 12 Bloomington MN 5p
MN Av. Hall of Fame Banquet,
reservation deadline is Mar 15, write
Dorothy Schaeffer, 4815 28th Av S.
#312, Minneapolis MN 55417
Apr 15-17 Alexandria MN
MN Apt Symposium. Arrowwood
Resort, Judy Meyers 800/657-3922

Apr 26-27 C1oquet MN (COQ) 8a
Swap Meet, jtzack@msn.com
May 4 Crookston MN (CKN)
Pancake Bkfst, EAA Chapter 1342
Lowell Miller 218/281-2625
May 16-18 Kewanee IL (EZI)
Midwest Aeronca Festival,
Jody Wittmeyer 309/852-2594
jodydeb@inw.net
May 17-18 Blaine MN (ANE)
Discover Aviation Days Fly-In
Craig Schiller, golden@minn.net
Jun 1 Reedsburg WI (C35) 7a-noon
Fly-in Bkfst Reedsburg Municipal
608/524-6888 donhul1@mwt.net
Jun 7 Amery WI (AHH) 7a-noon
Bkfst Fly-in. Pete 715/268-6899
Jun 8 Albert Lea MN (AEL)
7a-12:30p Fly-in Bkfst.
Jun 15 Grand Rapids MN (GPZ)
7a-noon Fly-in Bkfst 218/326-0893

Jul 29-Aug 4 OSH AirVenture

Stuff for Sale/Wanted
Wanted: Plans for the Baker Delta Kitten. They were sold by Marion in
the 60's through the 70's. Eddie Saurenman email: Lumty@aol.com
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

For Sale: 1971 Piper Cherokee 140, white with red trim, high time engine, annual-ed August 2002, compression 78 to 80 on all cylinders,
Navcoms are 4 years old, not IFR, asking $25K, I can send you a picture.
Also have a new 44 x 48 Hangar in Siren Airport RZN, white steel over
6" stud construction, concrete floor and apron, 42 foot Hi-Fold electric
door with 12 foot clear, electric, skylights, asking $35K
All at Siren, Wisconsin, 100 miles north of Twin Cities
Roger Steiner, CBXRoger@cs.com
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

For Rent: Trailer for hauling cars etc. It is available for a $25 tax deductible donation to Chapter 25. Mike Dolan 952-652-2436, mdolan@tcq.net
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

For Sale: 150 Lycoming exhaust system from Beech Musketeer—$200
Folding bike for aircraft travel, new—$200
Cape Canaveral 6’x4’ drafting table w/drafting machine—$300
Roger 320-358-3763 or call Benson Airport 651-429-0315
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

Experience a Virtual Tour at: www.airovation.com
CONTINENTAL
LYCOMING

Bolduc Aviation
Specialized Services, Inc.
ANOKA COUNTY AIRPORT
8891 AIRPORT ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55449

DARRELL E. BOLDUC
PRESIDENT

(763) 780-1185

“SPECIALIZING IN ENGINE REBUILDING AND REPAIR”

YOUR PLANE FOR SALE?
We Broker, Buy and Trade
We Have Hangar Space
Call Connie or Gary

Phone and Fax
(952) 941-3700
AIRCRAFT SALES INC
Box 1219, Hopkins, MN 55345
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One Low Price. Plain and simple.

Always!

Apple Valley Ford

Apple Ford of Shakopee

(952) 431-5900

(952) 445-2420
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